Last Two Weeks:

➢ Badger’s Step Up – Kevin
➢ EBash – massive success
   • 96 new emails
➢ ASM Grant Hearing
   • Grant approved
   • Travel plans finalized
➢ Student Org Fair – massive success pt. 2
   • Email list updated?
   • Need new candy
➢ GE General Meeting – massive success pt. 3
   • Excellent attendance
   • Resume Review – great idea
   • Lets do this again (around career fair)
➢ First BMES mass emails
➢ success
➢ First officer meeting
➢ BME Official Merchandise

Upcoming Events and Tasks

➢ 9/22 Kickoff Cookout
   • Food/Beverage
   • Grills
• kasia is bringing them
• Games – Frisbee, need volleyball, football, bags
• kennedy is bringing a speaker and frisbee
• Attendance

➢ 9/22 Madison Makeathon – Insight Wisconsin
  • Looking to generate BME teams
  • Kevin and Grace assisting Insight
  • Not a lot of interest

➢ LOCI Lab tour 9/25
  • Get more people to sign up
  • Officer volunteers

➢ 9/27 General Meeting – Zimmer Biomet
  • 6:00 p.m. in EH 1610
  • Pizza
  • Resume Booklet – Kennedy
  • Email me your resumes
  • FAC Info – Alex

➢ FAC Establishment

➢ River Food Pantry - Tommy

➢ Habitat for humanity

➢ trip would be cool vs local build

➢ BME Merchandise
  • Possible vendors
  • Alex knows more about this

➢ Kaplan Partnership

➢ codes for discounts

➢ “scholarship” that comes with it for their classes

➢ possible meeting not on wednesday tho

➢ BMES National Conference
• Vote on reimbursement for registration fees

➢ Princeton Review
➢ no partnership this year
➢ Industry tours
➢ possibly GE
➢ Try Epic (might be wise to do this one first) or trekk
➢ Website – Lucas
  • Continued updates
  • Contact Links
  • more photos

**Future Events/Tasks and Miscellaneous**

➢ Mentorship Program
➢ Resume Booklet
➢ Kennedy is on that
➢ Twitter
➢ lets drop some tweets
➢ Socials
➢ watch parties
➢ trivia
➢ open skate
➢ game night
➢ if on a friday host it around 5
➢ Habitat Planning – Tommy
  • Subcommittee? Josiah is willing to help
➢ Outreach
➢ lets plan some stuff
➢ Lab of the Month
➢ Inter-Org Collaboration
• Contact with MEDLIFE - Kevin
• big event in the spring?
• volleyball tourney (oct 6) @edward kliep park

➢ Advertise at classes?
➢ No, think we have enough interest and just need to host well planned event

**Reminders**

➢ CDR and Turnover docs
  • Send Kasia CDRs right after event
  • After every event send Kasia CDRs
    • Number of attendees
    • Description of event
    • How the event went
    • How it can be improved
    • Example is pinned to top of FB page

➢ Status reports
  • Email to Kevin by Sunday night of officer meeting weeks

➢ Put events on website and Facebook!
➢ Pictures of events!
➢ National BMES Membership
  • All officers required

*We have lots of interest from freshmen for freshmen rep*